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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a phantom study to asses the feasibility
of the medical image registration algorithms in the operat-
ing room (OR) scenario. The main issues of the registration
algorithms in an OR application are, on one hand, the lack
of the initial guess of the registration transformation - the
images to be registered may be completely independent-
and, on the other hand, the multimodality of the data. Other
requirements to be addressed by the OR registration algo-
rithms are: real-time execution and the necessity of the val-
idation of the results. This work analyzes how, under these
requirements, the current state of the art algorithms in med-
ical image registration may be used and shows which di-
rection should be taken when designing a OR navigation
system that includes registration as a component.

KEY WORDS
Medical image registration, image-guided devices and in-
terventions, multimodal imaging, computer aided surgery.

1 Introduction

Image registration is the procedure of aligning two or more
images of the same scene taken from different viewpoints,
at different time, and/or by different sensors, so that corre-
sponding features can be easily related. Image registration
has application to many fields, but the one addressed here is
medical imaging and medical applications with a particular
regard to OR applications.

In the case of an OR procedure or an image-guided
system, the images to be registered are acquired in two
steps: the first one takes place before the procedure and we
call such dataset thepre-operativeimage, the second one
occurs during the procedure and is calledintra-operative
dataset. By registering the two dataset, a spatial relation-
ship between the anatomical structures in the two images
and with the body of the patient is established and it is also
possible to integrate spatial information about physiologi-
cal functions and pathologies or other abnormalities.

Deriving the correspondence of spatial information in
medical images and equivalent structures in the body is

fundamental to image interpretation and analysis, but also
to perform navigation in an OR setup.

The correspondence between the image and the phys-
ical space of the patient allows the image to provide a map
for the navigation with the goal of making the interven-
tion more accurate, safer and less invasive for the patient.
The image registration techniques are already present in the
clinical set-up for image-guided neurosurgery systems and
in orthopedic surgery.

Considering the nature of the problem in medical im-
age registration, that is the deformability of the tissue en-
countered in most of the medical images, except the images
where the main interest is on rigid structures such as bones,
most of the current registration algorithms try to find a so-
lution that involves deformation.

Then, the challenge of this paper is to find image reg-
istration techniques to be included in an image-guided sys-
tem that involves structures subject to deformations.

The modern medical image analysis is focused on al-
gorithms that handle more and more complicated transfor-
mations needed to model soft tissue deformation. General
reviews of the field may be found in [6] and [20].

In the following we present some of the state of the
art solutions and we analyze whether these solutions have
or have not the desired characteristics so that they can be
employed in an image-guided system.

2 Intensity-based medical image registration
framework

This class of algorithms is based on three components:

1. A distance measure between images to be registered.

2. A transformation model which could be parametric
and nonparametric.

3. An optimization method.

In general, registration can be performed on two or
more images. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that the registration involve only two images. One of the



images is referred to as target image, denoted in the fol-
lowing by the characterT , and the other is referred to as
reference image, denoted byR.

Images are considered as mappings from a domain
into the real numbers. The domain is denoted byW ⊂ R

d,
where d denotes the spatial dimensionality of the given
data.

T : W → R,W ⊂ R
d (1)

Typically d=2 ord=3. To each point in the domain, a
gray value is assigned.

The registration process estimates a transformationf
that minimizes the following nonlinear functional:

D(T ◦ f ,R)+S ( f ) (2)

whereT ◦ f is the transformed target image,D measures
the distance between images or the image similarity, and
S measures the smoothness of the transform aiming also
to favor any specific property in the solution that the user
requires.

The transformationf applied to the target imageT is
a vector-valued functionf : Rd → R

d and

(T ◦ f )(x) = T ( f (x)) (3)

This approach, called Eulerian, is important from a
practical point of view, since when the locations of the pix-
els/voxels in the target image are mapped to positions that
do not correspond to pixels/voxels in the target image, their
intensities can be calculated by interpolating the intensity
values of the neighboring pixels/voxels. As a result, the
corresponding transformation of the target image is coun-
terintuitive: when the grid is rotated counterclockwise, the
image is rotated clockwise.

The transformation at every positionx ∈ W may be
given in a vector space as the addition of an identity trans-
formation with the displacement fieldu:

f (x) = x+u(x), (4)

or as a group structure, where the group operation is the
function composition and the identity is given by the iden-
tity transformation.

2.1 Distance measures

The objective functional (see equation (2)) is the sum of a
measure of distance between the transformed target image
and the reference image and the smoothing functionalS

over the mappingf .
When the same anatomical structures are assumed to

correspond to similar intensity values, correlation based
matching produces dense depth maps by calculating the
disparity at each pixel/voxel within a neighborhood.

The simplest distance measures in this case are given
by theLp-norms of the intensity differences. The most used

norms in image registration are theL1 norm, orsum of ab-
solute differencesSAD, and theL2 norm, orsum of squared
differencesSSD. SAD measure works better when the num-
ber of pixels/voxels is small and the intensities differences
between images are large. Both measures can handle Gaus-
sian noise.

When the intensity values of one of the images is lin-
early shifted by different settings on the image acquisition
scanner, or is affected by non-Gaussian noise distributions
thenormalized cross correlation coefficient(NCC) and the
zero-mean NCC(ZNCC) are introduced.

From a geometric point of view, SAD and SSD may
be understood as the norm of the vector that has as com-
ponents the differences between images intensities at cor-
responding pixels/voxels locations, therefore is a measure
to be minimized, meanwhile NCC and ZNCC can be seen
as the cosine of the angle between the two normalized vec-
tors that have as components the intensities of each image,
therefore is a measure to be maximized in order to achieve
the perfect alignment.

Applications of these measures of distance in medical
image registration may be found in [10] or [1].

The choice of an appropriate distance measure is a
harder task in the case of multi-modal imaging. In some
works the multi-modal problem is reduced to a single-
modal problem, by deriving one modality form another
[18], [24]. The most used distance measure for multi-
modal registration calledmutual information(MI) and de-
rived from the information theory, was first introduced by
[25] and [5]. The MI measures how much information two
images to be registered share together and reaches its max-
imum when the two images are aligned.

A compromise between SSD and mutual information,
based on normalized image intensity gradients was intro-
duced by Haber and Modersitzki in [8]. This distance
measure is based on the observation that even for images
of different modalities, intensity changes appear at corre-
sponding positions. However, the gradient also measures
the strength of the change which is an unwanted informa-
tion for multi-modal information, therefore the gradient is
normalized by its norm.

2.2 Parametric and non parametric solutions

The solution of the registration process, or the registration
transformation, may be generated from a physical model
that constrains the registration by the smoothness termS

in (2), or by a parametrization of the transformation.
The type of the mapping is of paramount importance

for the registration, as it reflects the class of transforma-
tions that are desirable or acceptable, and therefore limits
the solution to a large extent. The registration parameters
estimated through the optimization step correspond to the
degrees of freedom of the transformation involved. Their
number varies greatly, from six in the case of global rigid
transformations in the three dimensional space, to a num-
ber equal to the number of pixels/voxels of the image in the



case of a dense transformation.
In the following, we call the transformations con-

strained to belong to a certain class of functions such as
rigid, linear or affine, polynomial, radial basis functions,
free form deformations, B-splines, thin plate spline, that
have a relatively low number of parameters,parametric
transformationswhile the transformations given as the dis-
cretized numerical solution of the equation (2), constrained
by the chosen regularizer,non parametric transformation.

In the case of parametric transformations the models
are derived from linear or nonlinear interpolation or ap-
proximation theories. The nonlinear methods range from
polynomial to spline-based transformations that are piece-
wise polynomial functions with a predefined degree of reg-
ularity (see [22] for details).

When the transformation is derived from physical
models, the displacement is given as the reaction of the
model to a force. The force is generated by the similar-
ity between the images. In the linear models or theelas-
tic body deformation, first introduced by Broit [3] in medi-
cal image registration, the deformation is described by the
Navier-Caucy partial differential equation, while the image
grid is considered as an elastic membrane.

The optical flow techniques model the image as a
function in space and time and assume that a particle lo-
cated atx(t) at timet does not change intensity. The optical
flow leads the deformable target toward the reference. Ex-
ample of algorithms for medical image registration based
on the optical flow are in [21] and [4].

2.3 Optimization

The last step of the classical approach to image registra-
tion is the optimization. The aim of this step is to derive
the optimal transformation that best aligns the two images
according to the objective function given by the equation
(2).

In this work we shall focus on optimization based
on continuous data, since most of the registration algo-
rithms use this approach. The reasons for using a continu-
ous model are because it is more practical, since the trans-
formed object does not always align with the pixel/grid and
because of its computational efficiency. To derive a contin-
uous model from the discrete data, interpolation has to be
used.

The major difficulties in image registration, from the
optimization point of view, is the handling of a variety of
local and even global minimum. Multilevel methods are
thus essential and it is not recommended to solve a problem
using one fixed level.

ExceptPowell’s conjugate direction method[17], all
the commonly used methods are based on the computa-
tion of the gradient:gradient descent, conjugate gradient,
quasi Newton, Gauss-Newton, stochastic gradient descent.
A more detailed description of these and other methods of
optimization may be found in [16].

When using an MI-based distance measure, one must
pay particular attention to the optimization schemes that re-
quire the computation of the Hessian matrix due to its high
computational cost. One of the most successful approach
is the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method
which estimates the Hessian by an update from an initial
approximation and a sequence of differences of search di-
rections and gradients.

A comparative study of optimization strategies in im-
age registration using mutual information is reported by
Klein et al. in [11].

3 Landmark-based registration framework

In the case of landmark registration, the input of the algo-
rithm is represented by two sets of landmarks. The first
set of landmarks include points belonging to the target im-
age and the second set is compose by landmarks from the
reference image.

The main limitation for the extraction of landmarks
from medical images is that they are not as rich in details
as for instance the digital photographs. The extraction of
landmarks has been studied more in the case of 2D images
and less in the case of 3D images.

3.1 Correspondences and transformation

The transformation can be estimated using interpolation
strategies, when the correspondences are known (see sec-
tion 2.2).

The best known method that infers both the corre-
spondences and the transformation is the iterative closest
point (ICP) method, proposed by Besl and McKay [2].

In the following we assume that the correspon-
dences are knowna priori and the landmark-based regis-
tration techniques we shall test are linear, polynomial and
quadratic.

If we denote{Ti} the set of landmarks in the target
image and{Ri} the set of landmarks in the reference image,
the goal is to find a transformationf such that

f (Ti) = Ri ,∀i. (5)

Observe that this approach, called Lagrangian, is the
opposite of the Eulerian approach presented in the previous
section, in the equation (3). The same framework, given by
the equation 3, may be implemented by simply substitutef
with f−1, when feasible.

More generally, the interpolation conditions (5) are
replaced with approximation conditions:

∑
i

‖ f (Ti)−Ri‖
2 = min. (6)

If we consider the input data given as a binary im-
age, where the foreground is given by the landmarks, this
is nothing more than the SSD measure.



The linear solution, when the image domain is a sub-
set ofRd, looks for ad×d matrix A and ad-dimensional
vectorv such thatf (Ti) = ATi + v and the minimization in
the equation (6) takes place. Givenn landmarks, the num-
ber of conditions isnd, while the number of parameters
is d(d+1). Considering the low dimensionality of the data
and a relatively high number of landmarks, the match is not
perfect, except in the case whennd= d(d+1) (see section
6).

Enlarging the transformation space, for example by
choosing polynomial transformation, the number of param-
eters increases with the polynomial degree. Writing the
transformationf in vectorial form f = ( f1, ..., fd), Ti =
(T1

i , ...T
d
i ) and considering the quadratic transformation,

then we have:

f j(Ti) = a j +
d

∑
k=1

b j
kT

k
i + ∑

m6=n

c j
m,nTm

i Tn
i +

d

∑
k=1

(Tk
i )

2 (7)

From equation (7) it follows that the number of pa-
rameters of the quadratic transformation isd2

2 + 3
2d+1.

If we want to solve equation (5) and find a function
whose bending energy is minimum, we obtain the thin-
plate-spline (TPS) transformation [23]. The bending en-
ergy is the integral of the square of the second derivative:

S ( f ) =
d

∑
j=1

∫ d

∑
m,n=1

(

∂ 2 f j

∂xm∂xn

)2

dx1...dxd, (8)

where f = ( f1, ..., fd) : Rd → R
d.

Therefore, the equation we want to solve is

S ( f ) = min, (9)

subject to (5).
The solution of this equation belongs to a space that

is spanned by shifts of a known radial basis functionρ by
a linear term:

f j(x) = ∑
i

ci
jρ(‖x−Ti‖)+Ax, (10)

whereA is ad×d matrix representing the affine transfor-
mation,c= {ci

j} is an×d warping coefficient matrix rep-

resenting the non-affine deformation andρ(r) = r2log(r)
represent the kernel function.

The interpolation condition (5) can be relaxed and re-
placed by an approximation condition if we solve for both
equations (6) and (9):

∑
i

‖ f (Ti)−Ri‖
2+αS ( f ) = min, (11)

whereα ≥ 0 is a parameter that balances the interpolation
and the approximation scheme. This equation is nothing
more than the registration formula we have already intro-
duced in the equation (2). The solution is again given by
equation (10) [14].

A nice property of the TPS is that it can always be de-
composed into a global affine and a local non-affine com-
ponent. Consequently, the TPS smoothness term in equa-
tion (11) is solely dependent on the non-affine components.
This is a desirable property, especially when compared to
other splines, since the global pose parameters included in
the affine transformation are not penalized.

4 Experimental set-up for testing

To test some of the registration algorithms presented so
far, we have used medical images obtained from a triple
modality 3D abdominal phantom, developed by Computer-
ized Imaging Reference Systems Inc (CIRS, Norwalk, VA).
The model 057 interventional 3D abdominal phantom, is
designed to address minimally invasive procedures and to
be used in different abdominal scan techniques such as CT,
MRI and US, developing imaging protocol and system test-
ing and validation .

The reason for the choice of this set-up, beside the
multi-modal capability, is due also to the complete con-
trol over the physical position of the scanned sections. We
wanted to obtain two completely aligned 2D slices in two
different modalities, therefore to create the ideal framework
for the registration algorithms, considering the nature of
our problem which is the registration of real-time acquired
images with accurate pre-operative scans.

The difficulties encountered by the registration algo-
rithms are due on one hand to the different physical process
that generates the images and, on the other hand, by the de-
formation of the phantom generated by the pressure of the
US probe and by the different covering of the US convex
probe with respect to the CT slice which is a condition of-
ten encountered in practice (see figure 1, the deformation
takes place in the upper part of the US image).

Figure 1. An example of images used in the registration
process. On the left hand side the US target image; on the
right hand side the CT reference (fixed) image. Some of
the structures visible in both images are: vertebra, liver and
kidneys with simulated lesions, abdominal aorta, ribs.

The phantom was equipped with 4 markers in order
to register it with the CT dataset (figure 2). The global
coordinate system is given by an optical tracking system
composed by infrared light emitting cameras.

The US images were acquired with a 2D probe
equipped with markers in order to map its position to the



Figure 2. From left to right: the 3D image of the phantom
with 4 markers that identify its position in space; a CT slice
of the phantom; the same CT slice with the outline of the
phantom in transparency.

global coordinate system. The calibration process of the
US probe converts the point(ui ,vi) in image plane coordi-
nates (pixels) in 3D homogeneous coordinates defined with
respect to the global reference system by the following for-
mula:

(xi yi zi 1)⊤ = TpTpi (suui svvi 0 1)⊤ , (12)

whereTp is the pose matrix that encodes the pose of the
markers and is given by the tracking system, whileTpi is the
transform estimated by the calibration procedure together
with the scale factorssu andsv that we assume isotropic,
thereforesu = sv = suv.

We have used methods for multi-modal registra-
tion with transformation ranging from parametric (affine,
spline) to non-parametric based on curvature or elastic. In
the case of non-parametric registration the multi-level ap-
proach was necessary.

The tests were performed using MATLAB environ-
ment and FAIR toolbox [14].

5 Intensity-based registration results

5.1 Parametric registration

We report here (figure 3) the results we have obtained using
two types of parametric registration (affine and spline) and
two types of distance measures (mutual information and
normalized gradient field).

The results obtained using MI as distance measure are
not satisfactory in both affine and spline cases. The opti-
mization process tends very quick to a local minimum, and
the transformation leaves the image almost unchanged, in
the case of affine transformation or applies a very small lo-
cal deformation, in the case of the spline deformation.

The trend of the MI measure is to quickly reach a sta-
ble position (figures 4 and 5) at around 66% in the affine
case, and 87% in the spline case, of the of the initial value.

The computation time is very long.
The minimization scheme used was Gauss-Newton.
The NGF measure is more efficient in terms of com-

putation time but gives bad results in qualitative terms. Vi-
sually, figure 3 shows that in both affine and spline cases
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Figure 4. Affine registration using MI. The graphical trend
of the objective functionJ during 44 iterations (the black
line). The green line gives the graph of|∇J|, while the red
shows line the graph of the difference between the previous
J value and the current value.

Figure 5. Spline registration using MI. The graphical trend
of the objective functionJ during 100 iterations (the black
line).

the results are meaningless and the deformation applied is
arbitrary.

As it can be seen in figures 6 and 7, the values of the
objective function do not change over the iterations, they
are indistinguishable in the graphic. In fact, they remain
always very near to the initial value 1.

The only advantage over the previous approach was
the computation time.

Also in this case we have used Gauss-Newton for the
minimization.

5.2 Multilevel parametric and non parametric regis-
tration

The multilevel representation of the input data is required
first of all in order to reduce the risk of being trapped by
local minimum. At the same time, a solution of a coarse
representation of the problem serves as a starting point for
a representation with more details. Starting with a very
coarse representation, the procedure is repeated on each
level, until all details provided by the initial data are re-
solved.

From an optimization point of view, the multilevel
representation yield a smoother representation of the ob-



Figure 3. The target image after the parametric multi-modalregistration process. From left to right: affine registration using
MI after 44 iterations, spline registration using MI after 84 iterations, affine registration using NGF after 228 iterations, spline
registration using NGF after 100 iterations.

Figure 8. Multilevel spline registration

Figure 6. Affine registration using NGF. The graphical
trend of the objective functionJ during 228 iterations (the
black line).

jective function. A smooth problem may be easier to re-
solve and, based on a good starting point, the more detailed
problem can be solved quicker.

The multilevel representation is also useful to reduce
the computational time. The complexity of the registration
algorithms increases exponentially with the dimension of
the input data.

5.2.1 Parametric multilevel spline registration

Figure 8 reports the results of the multilevel spline registra-
tion. After 10 iterations on each level, the result is passed
to the first iteration of the next level.

The transformation also in these cases is not natural,
after a strong bending obtained at the first level, the other
levels tend to bend less the image.
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Figure 7. Spline registration using NGF. The graphical
trend of the objective functionJ during 100 iterations (the
black line).

The computation time is very high and an ulterior re-
finement at each level through the other iterations does not
improve the results as it can be seen in the figure 8.

The tests using the affine transformation are not re-
ported here but the results are similar to the non-level ap-
proach, and the transformation blocks quickly into a local
minimum.

5.2.2 Non parametric multilevel registration

Figure 9 shows the results of the non-parametric elastic
multi-level registration. The algorithm starts at the coarser
level using an affine transformation, then the registrationat
each level starts using the previous obtained result. After
the initialization, there is not much interaction of the algo-



Figure 9. Iteration history of multilevel non-parametric
elastic registration: vertical lines separate different levels.
The squares represent the initial value of MI, while the
crosses show the value on each iteration.

rithm with the data, the images remain almost unchanged
and the number of iterations is very low on each level. Even
so, the computation time is very high.

Figure 10. Iteration history of multilevel non-parametric
curvature registration: vertical lines separate different lev-
els. The squares represents the initial value of MI, while
the crosses show the value on each iteration.

The results obtained using the curvature registration
are very similar with those obtained using the elastic regis-
tration (figure 10). On each level the algorithm stops after
2-3 iterations.

5.3 Computation time

We report in table 1 the time taken for each of the test we
have presented in the previous sections.

Registration Transformation Time
type type (sec.)

Parametric MI
Affine 15
Spline 87

Parametric NGF
Affine 6
Spline 18

Multilevel Affine 29
parametric Spline 143
Multilevel Elastic 214

non-parametric Curvature 168

Table 1. Computation time of the principal registration al-
gorithm tested.

6 Landmark-based registration results

6.1 Linear registration

The linear registration in 2D involves the computation of
5 parameters, 2 for translation, 1 for rotation and 2 for
scaling, therefore a minimum number of 3 landmarks is re-
quired.

The solution with 3 landmarks align perfectly only
the markers, but the overall result is not qualitatively ac-
ceptable (figure 11, top row).

Figure 11. Linear registration. Top row, first two images
from the left: 3 selected landmarks in the target and ref-
erence image, respectively. On the right: the two images
registered with the target on the red channel and the refer-
ence on the green channel. Bottom row, first two images
from the left: 12 selected landmarks in the target and ref-
erence image, respectively. On the right: the two images
registered.

Increasing the number of landmarks, the registration
problem becomes overdetermined and the solution is given
by minimizing the sum of the distances between every pair
of corresponding landmarks.

Even though not all the landmarks will be aligned , the
result improves a lot compared to the 3 landmarks solution
(figure 11,bottom row).



6.2 Non-linear registration

The results of the linear registration may be improved by
using a non-linear approach. The quadratic solution in 2D
has a number of 12 parameters (see equation (7)) and is
completely solved by 6 landmarks. In this case the error
in the alignment of the landmarks is negligible because de-
pends only on the computational precision (figure 12, row
(a)).

Figure 12. Non-linear registration. Columns: (1) A close-
up of the landmarks after the registration (green for the ref-
erence, red for the target); (2) The two images registered
overlapped on red channel (target image) and on the green
channel (reference image); (3) The target image registered.
Rows: (a) Quadratic registration results with 6 landmarks;
(b) Quadratic registration with 15 landmarks; (c) Spline
registration with 15 landmarks andα = 0; (d) Spline regis-
tration with 15 landmarks andα = 1000

The registration result applied to the entire image,
even in the 6 landmarks case, is acceptable. As in the lin-
ear case, increasing the number of landmarks, the solution
is overdetermined but the overall result is better. By using
the quadratic term, the alignment of 15 landmarks gives a
minor error compared with the use of 12 landmarks in the
linear case.

The polynomial solution may produce arbitrary defor-
mations especially when the number of landmarks is low.
The approach based on the thin-plate-spline (TPS) func-
tions further refines the previous results. The spline func-
tions may yield the perfect matching of the landmarks (in-
terpolation) or an approximation, when the landmarks are

not completely overlapped. These two conditions are re-
alized by varying a smoothing parameterα (see equation
(11)). The solutions range from a low degree of bend-
ing when α is large to a high degree of bending in the
case of smallα. However, considering a number of land-
marks from 6 to 15 andα ranging from 0 to 1000, this
phenomenon is barely visible and the distance between the
two sets of registered landmarks increases visibly only in
the case ofα = 1000 (figure 12, rows (c) and (d)).

7 Conclusions

Why the intensity-based medical image registration frame-
work cannot work for OR applications?

The major issues we have identified that makes this
approach unfeasible in OR applications are:

• The distance measure MI: this measure is very sensi-
ble at noise, incomplete data, no completely overlap-
ping domains.

• The distance measure NGF: in our tests this measure
has not produced the results we expected.

• The optimization: since the objective function is
highly non convex, all the optimization methods fails
in finding the global minimum or maximum.

• The multilevel approach: even though the multilevel
approach is vital when using the non-parametric ap-
proach, in the case of multi-modal images the low
level approximation of the registration transformation
is not accurate at all and generates wrong results at
higher levels.

• The computation time is very high even when only a
couple of 2D images is involved.

Hadamard [9] defined a problem well-posed if it has
a solution, this solution is unique and depends continu-
ously on the data. In this sense, the registration problem
is ill-posed since for every spatial locationx∈W ⊂R

d, we
search a vectorf (x) ∈ R

d, but usually only a scalar infor-
mationT (y(x)) is given.

[19] gives a simple example of how ill-posedness may
give arbitrary results that seem very good from an opti-
mization point of view but are completely useless in prac-
tice. The authors called this approach CURT (completely
useless registration tool), which is a very simple registra-
tion algorithm based on correspondence of pixels sorted
by increasing intensities, and showed that this method out-
perform other registration methods in the following cases:
SSD difference, NCC image correlation and NMI (normal-
ized MI) image similarity.

Except the well established and accepted solutions for
image registration, some newer solution were introduced
and most of them address new distance measures such as
a locally evaluation of MI in combination with standard



global MI [26], the residual complexity to account for com-
plex spatially varying intensity distortions [15], learning
based multi-modal registration using Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence for non-rigid registration [7] and rigid registration
using learning based Jensen-Shannon divergence [12].

These new methods tend to ulteriorly complicate the
already complex registration framework and most of them
follow the three steps approach.

It would be difficult to test all of them but we in-
tuit that our case study cannot be solved by the classical
approach of medical registration framework and we shall
need additional information to solve the registration in the
OR.

Why the landmark-based registration works better
than the intensity-based registration for an OR applica-
tion?

The first observation is that, in both cases, the trans-
formations we are interested in have no physical meaning.
Except in the rigid case, they are just mathematical tools
that help to solve the registration. Following this observa-
tion, the intensity-based completely automatic algorithms
fail and give arbitrary results if no prior information is
given. In the case of landmark registration, even with a
small number of landmarks and the rigid/linear constraint
the results are much better. Extracting corresponding land-
marks in multi-modality images excludes the computation
of a multi-modal distance measure. As we have seen, the
computation of MI and NGF generates misleading results
and the computational time is very high, even in the 2D
case. On the other hand, the landmark registration will al-
ways yield a decent result and the computation time is very
low.

What are the limitations of the landmark-based regis-
tration for an OR application?

Even if the registration results in the landmark case
are preferable, the bottleneck of this method is not only
the detection of landmarks, but also the computation of
the correspondences. Having the correspondences, we can
choose a mathematic model and, based on the number of
landmarks, the registration is solved as some form of inter-
polation (section 3.1). This solution is simple and intuitive
and it may always isolate a linear transformation, even with
the TPS solution, which is an advantage since in the OR
scenario a rigid motion is always required.

What is the direction for the future works?
Another research area in the field of medical image

processing is the segmentation, that is the extraction of con-
tours or boundaries from the interest area. This type of pro-
cessing may generate binary images, where the foreground
is given by the extracted contours and the background is
given by the remaining domain.

The paradigm of landmark registration may be ex-
tended to this type of images but, in this case, the point to
point correspondence is lost. Most of the radiologic infor-
mation will disappear but, as we have seen, we don’t need
all the radiologic information. In fact, the radiologic infor-
mation should be used only to detect the relevant features

during the segmentation process.
A rigid transformation should be first identified for

the global alignment and, when required, a non-rigid trans-
formation should be derived as a local refinement.

A new approach to the registration of dense sets of
landmarks based on the computation of correspondences,
derived from the inter-point distances in each dataset, fol-
lowed by the computation of the registration was recently
published in [13].

This paper has not talked much about the validation of
the registration algorithms. Most of the solutions we have
presented here were estimated only visually. This was due
to the fact that in an image-guided procedure the validation
depends on the task we are addressing. For instance, in a
targeted procedure for the ablation or the biopsy of a tu-
mor, the parameter to be estimated for the validation is the
overlapping volume of the tumor in the two image datasets:
pre-operative and intra-operative. In a simplified scenario,
when the insertion of an instrument toward a target point
is required, the registration may be validated by computing
the distance between the virtual point in the pre-operative
image identified once the registration took place and the
real position of the physical point we want to reach.
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